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EARLY DAYS OF DENDROCHRONOLOGY IN THE HUDSON VALLEY
OF NEW YORK: SOME REMINISCENCES AND REFLECTIONS

EDWARD R. COOK*

Tree-Ring Laboratory, Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Palisades, New York

ABSTRACT

A brief and personal history of the development of dendrochronology in the Hudson Valley of

New York in the 1970s and the quantitative reconstruction of climate from tree rings there is provided.

Two people stand out in allowing that to happen. Marvin Stokes at the Laboratory of Tree-Ring

Research sparked within me a deep and enduring interest in dendrochronology, and Daniel Smiley of

Mohonk supported my interest in pursuing tree-ring research in the Shawangunk Mountains through

his deep and curious love of its natural environment. The discovery of ancient trees growing in the

Shawangunk Mountains, and their use in successfully reconstructing past drought there, truly

launched my career as a dendroclimatologist and proved beyond doubt that dendroclimatology and

the reconstruction of past climate could be successfully conducted in the northeastern United States.

Keywords: tree-ring analysis, Eastern US dendroclimatology, paleoclimate, serendipity, limiting

factors, old-growth forests.

INTRODUCTION

As I was finishing my undergraduate degree

in Wildlife Biology at the University of Arizona in

1969, I had the transformative good fortune to

take Introduction to Dendrochronology from Mar-

vin Stokes at the Laboratory of Tree-Ring

Research. This was not a requirement of my

undergraduate degree. Rather, I followed the

advice of my Trenton Junior College biological

sciences professor Heber (Doc) Donohoe to take

this class if I ever had the chance because there

was nowhere else in the country that offered it and

I might even find the subject interesting. What

sage advice! So, I followed Doc Donohoe’s advice

and took Marv’s class, which ignited in me a

deep fascination in dendrochronology that has

not declined in the slightest to this day. After

graduating with a Bachelor of Science degree in

Wildlife Biology in 1970, I enlisted in the US

Army as a consequence of being in the first draft

lottery with a very low number. After I graduated

from Military Police School at Fort Gordon,

Georgia in 1971, I had the remarkable good

fortune to be assigned a tour of duty at the United

States Military Academy at West Point, which is

roughly centered in the Hudson Valley between

New York City and Albany. It was there that I

performed my first explorations into the potential

of conducting tree-ring research in the Hudson

Valley, but it all developed in a very serendipitous

way.

THE SHAWANGUNK MOUNTAINS

During my first year at West Point in 1971 I

became intrigued with mountaineering and rock

climbing, mainly from an ‘‘armchair’’ perspective I

must admit. To that end I heard about the

most famous rocking climbing location in the

eastern United States, the Shawangunk (pro-

nounced Shon-gum) Mountains (Figure 1), located

approximately 35 mi (56 km) north of West Point.

So I decided to take a look at the vertical quartzite

conglomerate cliffs that made ‘‘The Gunks’’ so

famous. What I did not expect to find, is to this day

arguably the finest location in the northeastern

United States for conducting tree-ring research.

My first realization of the tree-ring potential

in ‘‘The Gunks’’ was made simply by driving past

some conglomerate slab outcrops not far off the*drdendro@ldeo.columbia.edu
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road. These slab outcrops were comparatively easy

to see from the road back in 1971 because even

during the summer months of full leaf-out, the

forests in the Hudson Valley were generally

more open than today. This region had finished

experiencing an unprecedented multi-year drought

in the 1960s, which thinned out the forests through

canopy dieback and tree mortality. Consequently,

it was easy to spy the conglomerate slabs off the

road and, more importantly, what was growing on

them. In so doing, I noticed that there were

stunted and gnarled pitch pines (Pinus rigida Mill.)

growing out of cracks in the pavement-like

conglomerate slabs. In growth form, these trees

reminded me of some of the classic semi-arid site

conifers that I had seen in the Southwest. So I

stopped and explored a bit. In so doing, I

discovered the oldest known pitch pine trees in

the world. Figure 2 shows an aerial photo of one

of these conglomerate slab sites, with an inset

photo of the oldest known living pitch pine

discovered nearby, with an innermost tree-ring

date of A.D. 1618.

At the time I had no way of sampling any

trees by increment coring. So the best I could do

was to grab a few small dead stems of pitch pine to

examine for growth rates and ring counts. To

my amazement, the samples I grabbed indicated

annual growth rates of pitch pine on the order of

0.5 mm per year. This indicated considerable age

potential for the larger unsampled trees, and the

xeric nature of the site suggested that these trees

could be very sensitive to drought. These findings

galvanized my interest in pursuing tree-ring

research in the Gunks. To do that while still in

the Army, I purchased a 160 increment borer

(‘‘Jim-Gem’’) from Forestry Suppliers and re-

turned to ‘The Gunks’ to sample the larger pitch

pines growing there. The result was a further

revelation because some of the trees I cored were

over 200 years old and clearly in excess of the then

stated 200-year maximum life span of pitch pine in

the Harlow and Harrar’s Textbook of Dendrology.

So, I knew I was on to something! Figure 3 shows

a collection of those cores collected and mounted

back in late 1971 on a piece of grooved molding

from a lumber yard in lieu of proper mounting

sticks. Even today after being mounted and

surfaced 40 years ago it is still possible to see the

very slow growth rates of these trees and their ages

in the 150–200+ year range.

I did not have a microscope for conducting a

formal evaluation of crossdating of the pitch pine

cores at the time, but I could discern the rings

well enough with a simple hand-held magnifier to

attempt some comparisons between trees. Cross-

dating was admittedly inconclusive, but that did

not deter me from still wanting to compare the

tree-ring patterns to climate data. Unfortunately,

that was not so easy back in the ‘‘old days’’

before the availability of massive online climate

Figure 2. The world’s oldest known living pitch pine (Pinus

rigida Mill.) (inset) growing on a quartzite conglomerate slab in

the Shawangunk Mountains of the Hudson Valley by Lake

Minnewaska (photo courtesy of David Stahle). The aerial

photograph (courtesy of Google Earth) shows the open

vegetation on conglomerate slab sites like where the pitch pine

shown above was photographed.

Figure 1. The Shawangunk Mountains folded ridgeline looking

south from Mohonk Lake. The cliff lines used for rock climbing

are clearly visible. Photo courtesy of Jarek Tuszynski (http://en.

wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Shawangunk_Ridge,_NY.jpg).
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databases like the US Historical Climatology

Network. So I went to the library and dug into

the published New York State monthly and

annual climate reports to see what was available.

What I discovered effectively changed everything

for me.

DANIEL SMILEY OF MOHONK

In looking at the published climate data

reports, one station caught my eye, Mohonk Lake

(USHCN substation 305426; National Climatic

Data Center station identifier 20019566), which

has been in continuous operation since 1896

(Cook et al. 2009). What made the Mohonk Lake

record especially appealing was its location only

2–3 km from the pitch pines at a comparable

elevation. However, the monthly temperature and

precipitation data were not tabulated in an easily

usable form, so I decided to try to visit the reporting

substation itself to see if the full monthly dataset

could be made available for my use. The only

problem was that Mohonk Lake is a private resort

with the famous Mohonk Mountain House hotel run

by the Smiley family since 1869 and has restricted

access to the hotel and weather station. Further-

more, I had no idea who to even ask for the weather

data, but I had nothing to lose by trying.

So I drove up to the gatehouse and stam-

mered out my request to the gate guard about

obtaining the Mohonk Lake weather data. Luck-

ily, the gate guard said, ‘‘I know exactly the person

you want to talk to, Mr. Dan Smiley’’ and he

called Dan directly about my request. Dan

immediately asked to speak to me by phone and

then invited me up to his house to talk about my

request. Dan turned out to be one of the most

amazing people I have ever met. He spent his

entire life observing and recording everything

about the natural world at Mohonk Lake (Burgess

1996). This included continuing the recording of

meteorological data first begun by his father and

uncle in 1896 and initiating with his brother Keith

the recording of phenological data at Mohonk in

1925 (Cook et al. 2007). When I told Dan that I

wanted to study the history of tree growth through

tree rings and its relationship to climate in the

Shawangunk Mountains, he immediately offered

me full access to the weather data and over

6000 acres of forested Mohonk land surrounding

the hotel property for additional exploration. This

led to the discovery of ancient eastern white pines

(Pinus strobus L.) and eastern hemlocks (Tsuga

canadensis (L.) Carr.) more than 300-years old

growing on the quartzite conglomerate Humpty

Dumpty talus slope less than a kilometer from the

meteorological station. An aerial view of this site

is shown in Figure 4, along with an inset photo

showing the site in more detail. So now I had

proof that three species of trees had proven

potential for 300 years of chronology.

In 1973, I exited the US Army to pursue my

Master of Science degree in dendrochronology at

the University of Arizona. Marv Stokes was my

advisor and mentor and, not surprisingly, my

Master’s thesis project was on the development

and analysis of old-growth tree-ring chronologies

from the Shawangunk Mountains. Dan Smiley

continued to support my efforts and was instru-

mental in me getting a $500 grant from the New

York Explorers Club to support my field sampling

in 1974 for my master’s thesis research. This led to

Figure 3. Five-millimeter diameter increment cores collected in late 1971 from pitch pine trees growing on quartzite conglomerate

slabs in the Shawangunk Mountains of the Hudson Valley. The scale in millimeters is approximate.
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the discovery of the oldest living pitch pine ever

found (Figure 2 inset) and the development of

four tree-ring chronologies extending back before

A.D. 1700: pitch pine, white pine, eastern hem-

lock, and (additionally) chestnut oak (Quercus

montana Wilde.), all located within 90 mi. (145 km)

of New York City in the Hudson Valley, one of

the most heavily settled regions of New York

going back to colonial days. These chronologies

all contributed to my Master’s thesis entitled A

Tree Ring Analysis of Four Tree Species Growing in

Southeastern New York State (Cook 1976). None

of this would have been possible without the

support and encouragement of Daniel Smiley of

Mohonk.

RECONSTRUCTION OF HUDSON

VALLEY DROUGHT

In 1975, as I was finishing up my Master’s

thesis work at the University of Arizona, Gordon

Jacoby offered me an opportunity to help him

establish a new tree-ring laboratory at Lamont-

Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia

University. Now known as Lamont-Doherty

Earth Observatory, Lamont was then and remains

today one of the premier Earth sciences research

institutions in the world. So I jumped at the

chance to establish a tree-ring laboratory there

given that Lamont was only 70 mi (113 km) south

of Mohonk Lake in the Hudson Valley. This

would enable me to easily continue my research

there and my collaboration with Dan Smiley.

As an outgrowth of my Master’s thesis work,

I now had four tree-ring chronologies that all

extended back to at least A.D. 1700. In addition,

response-function analyses of those chronologies

(Figure 5A) showed that each chronology was

very sensitive to variations in growing season

moisture supply. This indicated the very real

possibility of reconstructing past drought in the

Hudson Valley using the joint drought sensitivities

of the four tree species available. For this purpose,

I used the Palmer Drought Severity Index as the

drought metric to reconstruct and a principal

components regression method for producing the

reconstruction. This resulted in one of the first

quantitative reconstructions of past climate from

tree rings in the eastern United States. It was

published in the journal Science in 1977 as Tree-

Ring-Drought Relationships in the Hudson Valley,

New York (Cook and Jacoby 1977), with a follow

up paper on quasi-periodic properties of Hudson

Valley drought published in 1979 (Cook and

Jacoby 1979). Each of these papers documented

the extreme and unprecedented severity of the

1960s drought. Figure 5B shows the reconstruction

as published in Cook and Jacoby (1979). These two

papers helped establish the legitimacy and credibil-

ity of tree-ring research in the eastern United States

for the reconstruction of past climate there.

It might be legitimately asked if I was just

lucky in finding the few rare xeric tree-ring sites in

the Hudson Valley that enabled the reconstruction

of drought there. The simple answer is ‘‘Yes, I was

very lucky!’’ because it made it far easier to

demonstrate the potential for doing so elsewhere,

even on mesic forest sites that are far more

commonly found. Subsequent work has conclu-

sively shown that, first order, growing season

moisture availability is the most common limiting

variable on tree growth in the eastern United

States (Cook 1991; Cook et al. 1992). This

includes collections from mesic site cove hemlocks

(Cook and Cole 1991) and hydric site bald cypress

Figure 4. Aerial photo of the ‘‘Humpty Dumpty’’ talus slope

(courtesy of Google Earth) where ancient white pines (Pinus

strobus L.) and eastern hemlocks (Tsuga canadensis Carr.) in

excess of 300 years of age grow. The inset photo (courtesy of

Neil Pederson) shows the nature of the talus slope with clearly

emergent ancient white pines evident. The eastern hemlocks are

far shorter and difficult to see.
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(Stahle et al. 1988). Much more recently, Pederson

et al. (2013) greatly extended back in time the

reconstruction of drought for the Hudson Valley

using a broader multi-species spectrum of tree-ring

chronologies as predictors. This includes mesic

site tree species rarely or never used before in

dendroclimatic reconstructions. Pederson et al.

(2012) used another multi-species network of

‘‘nonclassical’’ tree-ring chronologies from a

humid region of the eastern United States to

evaluate drought sensitivity on tree growth there.

Again, it was found to be the overriding signal in

the tree-ring chronologies. So although I was

perhaps ‘‘very lucky’’ in finding xeric tree-ring

sites in the Shawangunk Mountains, the broad-

scale moisture sensitivity of eastern forests and

its implications for reconstructing past drought

there was simply waiting to be demonstrated and

exploited.

SOME REFLECTIONS NOW

The discovery of ancient trees growing in

the Shawangunk Mountains, and their use in

Figure 5. Tree-ring reconstruction of past drought (July PDSI) for the Hudson Valley, New York from 1694 to 1972. The top plot

(A) shows the response functions of the four series used for drought reconstruction. The statistically significant months, most

consistently found in the current growing season, are highlighted by shading. This figure was taken from Cook and Jacoby (1977).

The bottom two plots show the July PDSI reconstruction produced by the joint drought sensitivity of the four tree species. Series (B)

is unsmoothed and the bottom series (C) is smoothed with a 10-year low-pass filter. This figure was taken from Cook and

Jacoby (1979).
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successfully reconstructing past drought there,

truly launched my career as a dendroclimatologist

and proved beyond doubt that dendroclimatology

and the reconstruction of past climate could be

successfully conducted in the northeastern United

States. But none of this would have happened in

the way it did without the help and encouragement

of Daniel Smiley of Mohonk. Meeting him was a

case of lucky timing on my part, or as Dan so

often put it, a case of serendipity. He was a firm

believer in serendipity, as I surely am now. But

serendipity does not lead to any great scientific

developments or breakthroughs unless there is in

the affected scientist a deep ingrained interest and

curiosity to see the rich research potential afforded

by chance encounters and developments. Seren-

dipity is an open door, but you have to walk

through it to take advantage of the potential on

the other side. I thank Marv Stokes for instilling in

me a deep interest in dendrochronology and Dan

Smiley for opening the door to me at Mohonk

Lake. But the element of curiosity needed beyond

that, I take credit for myself. Always stay curious.
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